Hot-Mix Asphalt Crack Sealants and PCC Joint Sealants (CS/JS)
Technical Committee Meeting Agenda
Conference Call
Tuesday, May 16, 2017  10:00 am – 11:00 am CDST

1) Call to Order and Introductions

   Attendees:
   Allen Gallistel (Chair) – MNDOT
   Temple Short – NCDOT
   Katheryn Malusky – AASHTO NTPEP
   Vince Glick (Liaison) – AASHTO NTPEP
   Mike Guymon – Maxwell Products
   Kevin Jones – IowaDOT
   Gloria Burke - MDDOT

2) Membership Update
   a) No changes to the membership roster of the committee
      i) If there are any outstanding changes missed, please reach out Vince

3) Deck Status -
   NC – year 3 data in review (2012 JS products)
   TX – year 1 data collection done, to be entered into DM
   lab testing to be started shortly (new agreement with
   MnDOT now in place)

       ACTION ITEM: Fix data requiring %’s from .00 to whole number

4) Texas Readings – training on evaluation methods done via WebEx meeting prior to
   annual meeting, working with TxDOT to get data entered
   a) Testing data in DataMine

5) Testing Facility Audits – update from NTPEP (Vince)
   a) Currently finishing up PMM on the NTPEP side
      i) ACTION ITEM (NTPEP - Vince) Ensure NTPEP takes into account
         MnDOT’s facility also tests PMM ; QCQA Audit can be performed at the
         same time

6) Retest Costs and Letters to Manufacturers – cost has been established, letters to be
   sent shortly for 2010 (2016) and 2011 (2017) products that are due for re-evaluation
   a) ACTION ITEM (MNDOT Chair - Allen Gallistel / NTPEP-Vince):
       Consolidate edits/suggestions for the drafted announcement. After finalization,
       NTPEP to send out to the manufacturers.
7) **Future Decks** – currently open until the July 28, please promote / request submitting of products if this is something that is needed in your state, JS products to be put in NC, CS products TBD (any known volunteers?)

8) **Industry Concerns**

9) **Open Discussion**

- **Items for Future Consideration**
  - SG (sealant grade) – tests are provisional in AASHTO, specs being developed
    - **ACTION ITEM (MNDOT Chair - Allen Gallistel)** Reaching out to the manufacturers on this matter
  - Mastic Evaluation – specs being developed in ASTM
    - **Mike Guymon (Maxwell)**
      - Products are unique to their own material and how they are using it
  - **NEW** – epoxy concrete crack sealant (brought up through new product survey)
    - This product was found to fall outside of the scope of the work plan
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